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In this experiment we studied how thresholding by the gray-scale display transformation altered the observer's
ability to detect small, high-contrast lesions in both smooth (lower-noise) and sharp (higher-noise) reconstructions
of computed tomographic (CT) images. Different display conditions manipulated the level setting of a narrow CT
display window. This varied the fraction of thresholded pixels, set to the maximum or minimum values of
brightness in relevant locations of the displayed images. Observers' ability to detect lesions in the smooth CT
images was unaffected by moderate asymmetries in the display level but then abruptly declined at both the
extremely high- and low-level settings. In sharp CT images, the lesion gradually decreased in detectability as the
level setting became more asymmetric. These effects of the display manipulations were modeled by a realizable
physical detector, whose decision variable was the cross correlation of the pixel display values with the lesion's
expected profile at the specified (lesion and nonlesion) locations in the CT images. This cross-correlator model
closely predicted the patterns of changes in lesion detectability that were measured for the human observers. It also
predicted how thresholding of the higher or the lower CT numbers differentially altered the shapes of the observers'
measured receiver-operating-characteristic curves for the smooth CT images.

1. INTRODUCTION

In medical imaging the standard technique for producing
digital images uses a display window, which maps the stored
pixel numbers into the set of discrete gray levels that are
available in the visual display. The upper and lower window
boundaries threshold the pixel numbers above and below,
setting any higher or lower values to the maximum or mini-
mum levels of display brightness. The windowed range of
pixel numbers is then scaled into the remaining steps of the
gray scale.1 The realized image combines these linear (scal-
ing) and nonlinear (thresholding) effects. This technique
provides a simple, yet highly flexible, display transforma-
tion, since the appearance of the image can be greatly altered
by changing the width and level parameters of the display
window.

In clinical computed tomography (CT), the most common
medical application of digital imaging, narrow and wide dis-
play windows serve different purposes. Narrow display
windows emphasize variations in the CT numbers measured
within a particular region of interest on the image, but wide
display windows are often used to obtain information about
a large range of tissue densities on a single CT image. A
wide display window avoids thresholding (and any conse-
quent loss of information) within most areas of an image, but
it compresses the local variations in CT numbers (both real
and random) into a narrow range of gray levels on the visual
display. The result is a flat, low-contrast image, whose
appearance is substantially unaffected by changing the level
parameter of the display window. One disadvantage of such
a compressive scaling of the measured variations is that it
magnifies the relative contribution of any other sources of
additive noise in the realized physical image, i.e., the physi-
cal variations introduced in producing the actual CT image
on a display monitor or film transparency.

Several different investigators have reported that the use
of wide display windows degrades the detectability of both
small and large features in CT images, when these images are
produced by using clinical formats (film transparencies).2 -5

Although the result is not ubiquitous, even for a tenfold
increase in the CT display window,6 similar effects on detec-
tion performance have been reported for display-scale ma-
nipulations of other noisy images.7 Some authors 4 7 have
attributed these display-scale effects to stochastic variations
in the human observer's judgments (observer noise), as-
sumed to represent a source of constant (unscaled), additive
noise in the detection process.

When wide display windows compress the variations in
image contrast from the stored CT numbers, any unscaled
noise would tend to become the dominant source of variabili-
ty in detection and would reduce the detectability of fea-
tures in the CT images. The locus of the relevant unscaled
noise need not be within the human observer, however, since
identical effects would be produced by any (physical) noise
variations that were added in the actual production of real-
ized images. (Our previous results 6 8 suggest that, like the
CT noise, any observer noise that is present may also be
scaled by the display-window transformations.) Alterna-
tively, the effects of display scaling on detection perfor-
mance might be explained by systematic, rather than sto-
chastic, mechanisms within the human observer, e.g., some
absolute limitation on visual sensitivity to the small changes
in image contrast produced with wide display windows.
Whatever the sources of these display-scale effects, however,
they can be avoided by using display windows that are suffi-
ciently narrow.

Narrowing the display window of a CT image magnifies
the gray-scale contrast produced by the measured variations
within a selected range of CT numbers, which tends to mini-
mize the effects of any other (additive) sources of variation
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in the physical images. Because of thresholding at the win-
dow boundaries, however, the information on images pro-
duced with narrow CT windows will be highly sensitive to
the precise level setting used for the display window. Al-
though changes in the display level do not seem to alter
lesion detectability when thresholding is avoided,6 the per-
ceptual consequences of display thresholding have not been
explored systematically.

In the present study we investigated how thresholding the
CT numbers affects observers' ability to detect small focal
lesions and whether these detectability effects can be pre-
dicted from changes in the information displayed on the
physical CT images. Various degrees of thresholding, from
above or from below, were produced by manipulating the
level parameter of a narrow display window (100 CT num-
bers wide). At both the extremely high and the extremely
low display-level settings, most CT numbers in the relevant
areas of the image were set to the maximum or the minimum
brightness values on the visual display.

Section 2 of this paper discusses how calculations on the
physical CT images can lead to predictions for the human
observer's measured detection performance. We consider a
realizable, lesion-matched filter that calculates the cross
correlation of the display-transformed image with the le-
sion's expected profile at specified (lesion and nonlesion)
locations in a set of CT images. The realized distributions
of calculated values can be used to generate a receiver-oper-
ating-characteristic (ROC) curve that describes the perfor-
mance of this physical detector in differentiating between
the actual samples of lesion and nonlesion locations. The
means and standard deviations that summarize these distri-
butions can also be used to obtain an estimate of the lesion's
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the cross-correlation detec-
tor.

When the display transformation is linear, the cross-cor-
relation values are normally distributed for both lesion and
nonlesion locations. Then the estimated SNR predicts the
expected ROC curve that specifies how well these physical
calculations can actually be used to detect the lesion. If
there is substantial thresholding by the display transforma-
tion, however, then the usual normal distributions of cross-
correlation values will be distorted. In such cases the detec-
tor's ROC curve for separating the lesion and nonlesion
locations will not be predictable from formulations of the
SNR. In order to predict changes in the detection ROC
curves measured for human observers, we considered an
alternative formulation of the lesion's detectability for the
cross correlator. This formulation is estimated from a di-
rect calculation of the area below the ROC curve that is
generated by the cross-correlation decision variable.

2. THE CROSS CORRELATOR AS A
REALIZABLE PHYSICAL DETECTOR

The realized cross correlation with a known lesion profile
provides a physical decision variable that can be used for
lesion detection at the specified possible locations within
any set of noisy images. This particular calculation of the
physical information is optimal for detection if the image
noise is stationary, Gaussian, and spatially uncorrelated.9

The cross correlator is a suboptimal detector when applied
to CT images, however, because its local image calculations

are insensitive to information that is contained in the spatial
correlations of the CT noise. Any thresholding of informa-
tion in the physical image also violates other conditions that
are required to make the cross correlator an optimal detec-
tor. In particular, the display-level manipulations studied
in the present experiment produced highly skewed (non-
Gaussian) distributions of the displayed pixel values, which
were nonstationary across changes in mean values of the CT
numbers.

A. Filter Output
The cross-correlation model, illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1, is a realizable version of the matched-filter model.9' 10

Each image location that might contain a focal lesion is
considered by the element of the model called the cross
correlator, whose filter output is given by

x =~1 wii (1)

where Pi is the (gray-scale) value of the ith pixel in the
displayed image1 and wi is its expected profile value. The
expected profile value is defined as the expected value of Pi
when the lesion is present at the specified location minus its
expected value when the lesion is absent. This definition
sets wi = 0 for any image pixel whose displayed value is
unaffected by the lesion's presence; the signed values of ws
guarantee a larger expected value for x [Eq. (1)] when the
lesion is present. The lesion's expected profile in the dis-
played image depends on the parameters of the display

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the calculation for the cross-correla-
tion detector.
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical normal distributions of cross-correlation calculations for lesion and nonlesion image locations, with respective means ,u1> a, and standard deviations, a, o. The dashed lines suggest the asymmetric distributions of cross-correlation values obtained when thedisplay window thresholds a substantial fraction of the image pixels within lesion locations but relatively few of those within the nonlesion
locations.

transformation and on the noise variations in the original
(untransformed) image. Appendix A describes the method
used to estimate this expected profile.

Equation (1) indicates that the filter output for a specified
location on a particular image is simply a linear combination
of the local image information, weighted by the lesion's ex-
pected profile. This filter output is compared with a thresh-
old whose parameter determines the operating point on the
ROC curve that relates the conditional probability of true-
detection decisions (for the lesion locations) to that of false-
detection decisions (for locations without lesions). Given
any particular samples (or assumed distributions) of lesion
and nonlesion locations in a set of images, the detector's
realized (or expected) ROC curve can be completely mapped
by varying the threshold parameter across its range of possi-
ble values.

Figure 2 shows two hypothetical distributions of the filter
output, with respective means and standard deviations l >
In, ul, and o, for the lesion and nonlesion locations. The
typical calculation of a SNR assumes that these underlying
distributions are normal in form with o = o, = a. and hence
can be characterized by the single parameter SNR = ( -
A,)/a. Given these assumptions, the SNR completely speci-
fies the detector's expected ROC curve as the location pa-
rameter for a line of unit slope in normal-normal probability
coordinates. If the two normal distributions of filter out-
puts differ in their standard deviations, however, the expect-
ed ROC curve is a line of slope a,/a, in these coordinates,
which is not completely specifiable by any single parameter.
In such cases, alternative ways to define the unit of noise
(e.g., as some average of oa, and a1 ) give rise to different
formulations for the SNR, which correspond to different
specified operating points on the expected ROC curve.11 1 2

The form of the filter's output distributions will depend--
on the display transformation. Pixel CT numbers of a con-
stant attenuation are approximately normally distributed
(as in the top panel of Fig. 3), and a small change in the
attenuation shifts their mean values with essentially no
change in the standard deviation. A narrow, asymmetric
display window, however, sets all CT numbers above or
below the window boundaries to the maximum or minimum
display values. This produces an asymmetric (nonnormal)
distribution of the displayed pixel values, as in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3. When propagated through the linear filter
calculation [Eq. (1)], a normal distribution of filter display
values leads to a normal distribution of filter outputs, while

the asymmetric distributions of display values in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3 would produce an asymmetric, nonnormal
distribution. (The dashed line in Fig. 2 suggests the asym-
metric distribution that might be produced by the display
thresholding illustrated in Fig. 3, for a lesion whose effect
was to increase the pixel CT numbers.) Such display trans-
formations narrow and skew the filter's output distribution
(by cutting off extreme values) but may only slightly affect
the degree of overlap in the separate distributions obtained
from lesion and nonlesion locations. As a consequence, any
formulation of the SNR that assumes normally distributed
outputs (defining the noise as some average of the two out-
put standard deviations) will tend to overestimate the detec-
tor's ability to differentiate the lesion and nonlesion loca-
tions, because one standard deviation will indicate less over-
lap than its distribution actually presents.

Cr#

Dispay Value

Low Level Upper Level
Fig. 3. Hypothetical distributions of values for a given image pixel'
before and after transformation by a narrow, asymmetric display
window. The top panel illustrates the normal distribution of CT
numbers that the noise produces for a constant tissue attenuation.
The bottom panel illustrates the thresholded distribution of display
values that are produced by a narrow display window whose asym-
metric setting primarily affects the higher CT values.
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B. The da Index of Performance
In order to compare the detection performance of the real-
ized cross correlator directly with that of human observers in
this experiment, it was applied to the same particular sam-
ples of lesion and nonlesion locations that the observers
considered within each set of display-transformed images.
These realized sampling distributions of the cross correla-
tor's decision variable were then used to estimate both para-
metric and nonparametric formulations of the detectability
index da, which was the same index estimated from obser-
vers' fitted ROC curves for this detection task (see Section 3,
Experimental Methods). The nonparametric formulation
was based directly on the cross correlator's ROC curve,
which is completely specified for any two theoretical or real-
ized distributions of the decision variable. It defined da as a
particular transformation of the (directly calculated) area
below this ROC curve. The parametric formulation used
the realized means and standard deviations of the cross-
correlation values to calculate the SNR estimate of da, as if
these values had been sampled from underlying normal dis-
tributions. This formulation was treated as an approxima-
tion for da when the display setting was asymmetrical.

When the two underlying distributions of a decision vari-
able are normal in form, the expected ROC curve can be
characterized by two parameters that specify the linearized
ROC (in a normal-normal probability plot): the slope (oan/

al) and the location at some arbitrary point (some formula-
tion of the SNR). The particular formulation

SNRa = (, - n)/[(a 2 + un2)/2]1/2 (2)

represents the noise in the decision variable by the rms
average of the two standard deviations, and it reduces to the
standard definition of SNR when al1 = an = a.12 In a nor-
mal-normal coordinate plot, the value of SNRa is W times
the minimum (perpendicular) distance from the ROC line to
the origin (where both detection probabilities are 0.50). In
standard coordinates of the unit square, the area below the
expected ROC curve is given by the calculation Z(SNRa/2g),
where Z(t) is the area of the normal distribution function
below the standard deviate t.13 In finite samples, the two
realized means and standard deviations are sufficient statis-
tics for the assumed normal distributions, which [used in Eq.
(2)] give the best (minimum-variance, unbiased) estimate of
SNRa = da and the area below the expected ROC curve. [If
it is also assumed that a1 a,, = a., the denominator of Eq. (2)
should be modified to weight the two independent variance
estimates by their respective degrees of freedom.]

Since any two distributions of an underlying decision vari-
able will generate a specific ROC curve in the unit-square
coordinates, the area below this ROC curve can be obtained
from a direct (nonparametric) calculation of its numerical
value. By convention, the two distributions are assumed to
be labeled so that the value of this area can range from 0.5
(for two identical distributions) to 1.0 (for two nonoverlap-
ping distributions). The area below the ROC curve provides
a nonparametric measure of accuracy for decisions about
sampled values; it is equal to the probability that a decision
maker could correctly classify two randomly sampled values,
one value sampled from each of the two distributions of the
decision variable. 41 5

For finite samples of a decision variable, the realized ROC
is a set of discrete points, since the two measured detection

rates will increase incrementally (from 0 to 1.0) as the detec-
tion criterion is relaxed. A direct calculation of the area
below the ROC curve (using the trapezoidal rule) then mea-
sures the degree of overlap between the two realized distri-
butions of the decision variable and also estimates its value
for the parent distributions.15 By an inverse normal trans-
formation, the direct calculation of the area below the ROC
curve leads to a nonparametric formulation of the index da:

(3)

where Z-1 (&) is the standard normal deviate whose lower-
tail area has the value (). The d estimate obtained from
Eq. (3) can be interpreted as an equivalent SNRa, i.e., the
value of SNRa [from Eq. (2)] that would be required to
achieve the same specified area () below a ROC curve gen-
erated from two normal distributions of the decision vari-
able.' 3

In any set of display-transformed images, the realized
samples of cross-correlation values (at specified lesion and
nonlesion locations) can be used to estimate both of these
formulations of the index da for the cross-correlation detec-
tor. The parametric and nonparametric estimates will al-
ways differ, however, because they measure different prop-
erties of the realized distributions of cross-correlation val-
ues. When the display transformation is effectively linear,
the expected sampling distributions are approximately nor-
mal; Eq. (2) then provides the best estimate of the true value
of SNRa and the best prediction of da for new samples of
locations. But (as discussed in the previous section) Eq. (2)
will tend to overestimate the detectors's ability to differenti-
ate between the lesion and nonlesion locations when a nar-
row, asymmetric display window skews the distributions of
cross-correlation values. In such cases, the da estimate of
equivalent SNRa [Eq. (3)] provides better predictions of
detection accuracy for new samples. Whatever the true
distributional form of the cross-correlation values, however,
the nonparametric calculation [Eq. (3)] directly measures
how accurately this realized physical detector could differ-
entiate between the particular samples of lesion and non-
lesion locations that were actually presented to the human
observers in the detection experiments.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Image Stimuli
The sets of image stimuli were derived from two sets of
simulated CT images used in a previous experiment,6 pro-
duced with various display windows. Each simulated CT
image contained an array of 16 circular pedestals (13.5 pixels
in diameter) that specified the precise locations of the possi-
ble lesions. A circular lesion (2.7 pixels in diameter) that
lowered the specified CT value could appear at the center of
any given pedestal. Figure 4 shows examples of the images
from six different conditions.

The parameters of the image simulation were set to make
the data resemble those from the EMI Mark I CT scanner,
with the specified lesion contrast (in CT numbers) and the
noise level of the projections adjusted to provide a moderate
level of lesion detectability in the images. The two sets of
unwindowed CT images were both reconstructed from the
same simulated projection data, using the sharpest and
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Fig. 4. Examples of stimulus images from six different experimental conditions. Each image was reconstructed from the same set of
underlying projections and hence contains the same stochastic information. The upper three images were reconstructed with smooth filter,
and the lower three were reconstructed with sharp filter. The images were displayed from left to right with increasing level (110, 170, and 200).

smoothest of the five reconstruction filters studied in a pre-
vious experiment.6 The sharp filter was the one proposed
by Ramachandran and Lakshiminarayananl6 ; the smooth
filter was a version of that same filter, smoothed by a 7-
point, cosine-cubed function. For the sharp and the smooth
sets of reconstructed images, respectively, the pixel standard
deviations were 34.3 and 8.4 CT numbers, and the correla-
tions of adjacent pixels were -0.124 and 0.540. The image
pedestal had a mean CT number of 178, which was decreased
by the presence of the lesion. In the sharp reconstructed
images, the lesion decreased the minimum expected CT
numbers (for pixels entirely within the lesion) to 128, which
was the value specified in the simulation. In the smooth
reconstructed images, however, this minimum expected val-
ue was only 145 because of the combined blurring effect of
the physical aperture and the smooth filter.

There were a total of 28 sets of images (14 each for the
sharp and smooth CT images) produced by using a narrow
display window (100 CT numbers wide) whose center level
ranged from CT numbers of 95 to 230. The eight images in
each set contained a total of 128 pedestals, 62 with lesions
and 66 without. In order to avoid presenting observers with
the identical configurations of lesion and nonlesion pedes-
tals in every image set, the images were given one of eight
different orientations before being displayed. The different
orientations either rotated the array of 16 pedestals (by 0,90,
180, or 270 deg) or both rotated and flipped the array. The
displayed images were photographed onto 4 on 1 transparen-
cies (with a pixel size of 0.55 mm), using a clinical multifor-
mat camera (Technicare Deltamat 50) that provided 256

gray levels. Densitometric measurements (using step
wedges that were superimposed upon the CT images for
quality control) verified that the gray-level steps were lin-
early related to changes in optical density on the image
transparency, over a total range of 1.0 optical-density units.

B. Observer Procedures
The images were read on a standard clinical illuminator
(masked to eliminate glare) by four observers who were
familiar with CT images. Although there was no limit on
viewing time, an entire set of images (128 pedestals) was
always completed in a single session. The observer could
move and change positions freely and used a minification
lens to vary the effective viewing distance as each image
pedestal was considered. (This viewing procedure avoided
introducing any effects that might be unique to a particular
fixed combination of the image size and viewing distance.)
A six-category rating, assigned to each pedestal, indicated
the observer's degree of confidence that the pedestal con-
tained a lesion. Since the lesion's probability was known,
the observers were able to adjust their rating criteria appro-
priately for each set of images (based on an initial inspec-
tion), to produce roughly equal numbers of judgments in all
six ordinal categories.

The observers initially read 16 sets of images, covering a
less-extreme range of settings for the display level (110 to
215), which were treated as practice readings. The four
observers then read 27 sets of images in the experiment,
ranging from level settings of 95 to 230 CT numbers. (Dis-
play level 230 was eliminated for the smooth CT images
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because the pedestal information in this set of images was
too fragmentary to provide observers with a precise specifi-
cation of the possible locations for the lesions.) The observ-
ers alternated between reading sets of sharp and smooth CT
images, beginning with the sets for the central display win-
dows and proceeding to the sets produced by successively
more-asymmetric (high- and low-) level settings.

C. Measures of Observer Performance
A ROC curve was generated from each observer's ratings of
the 128 pedestals within each of the 27 sets of images. The
five discrete points on each realized ROC curve were fitted
by a previously developed maximum-likelihood proce-
dure,' 7"18 which assumes that the true ROC curve is a linear
function in normal-normal probability coordinates. Each
fitted ROC curve was characterized by its location and slope
parameters in these linearized coordinates. The location
parameter was defined to be the detectability index da,12,19

which is a particular monotonic transformation of the area
below the fitted ROC curve [see Eq. (3)]. The detailed
shape of each fitted ROC curve was specified by the value of
its slope parameter in the linearized representation. The
four observers' fitted ROC curves for each set of images were
summarized by the mean of the da estimates and the geomet-
ric mean of the estimated linear ROC slopes.

In addition to the ROC curves from individual observers,
the analysis also considered ROC curves that were based on
a consensus of observers' ratings of the 128 stimulus pedes-
tals in each set of images. Observer consensus ratings can be
defined as the set of median values for the k ordinal ratings
that are assigned to each stimulus pedestal by k different
observers. The ROC curve that is generated from such a set
of consensus ratings can be treated just like the ratings of an
individual observer. The parameters of the fitted ROC
curve will describe how accurately these consensus ratings
could be used to differentiate between the actual lesion and
the nonlesion pedestals in the set of images. To the extent
that different observers' ratings of the same stimuli differ
because of unsystematic sources of observer variability
(rather than systematic differences in detection capability
or in rating criteria), then the consensus ROC curve can be
expected to yield a higher level of lesion detectability (esti-
mated da) than the ROC curves for individual observers.

Because the definition of the median rating is ambiguous
for an even number of observers, we considered two alterna-
tive ways to define a unique consensus of the four observers'
ratings. The four ratings for each stimulus pedestal were
ordered from highest- to lowest-rated likelihood of a lesion;
the higher-consensus method chose the second highest of the
four ratings, whereas the lower-consensus method chose the
third highest (second lowest) rating. The ratings obtained
by the higher-consensus method tended to classify higher
proportions of both the lesion and the nonlesion pedestals
above each of the five category boundaries. Separate ROC
curves were fitted to the sets of higher-consensus and lower-
consensus ratings obtained from each of the 27 image sets,
using the same procedures applied to the sets of ratings for
individual observers. The consensus performance for each
set of images was summarized by the mean value of the two
resulting estimates of da and by the geometric mean of the
fitted slopes of the two linear ROC curves.

4. RESULTS

A. Lesion Detectability
Figure 5 plots different estimates of da from the smooth (Fig.
5a) and sharp (Fig. 5b) reconstructed CT images, as a func-
tion of the level setting used for the narrow CT display
window. The solid data points in each panel are the mean
values of da estimated from the fitted ROC curves of the four
individual observers. The open data points are da estimates
from the ROC curves generated by the observers' consensus
ratings, which exceeded the individual-observer values by an
average of 0.149 and 0.166 for the smooth and sharp CT
images, respectively. The two connected curves in each
panel show the estimates of da from the realized cross-corre-
lation calculations using display-transformed images that
were produced at increments of 5 CT numbers in the dis-
play-level setting. Solid curves show the calculations of
SNRa [from Eq. (2)], and dashed curves show the calcula-
tions of de obtained from the area below the cross correla-
tor's realized ROC curve [by Eq. (3)]. For both the smooth
and the sharp CT images, the display-level manipulations
changed the human observers' ability to detect the lesions in
much the same way as they altered the lesion's detectability
for the physical cross correlator.

With the smooth reconstructed CT images (Fig. 5a), lesion
detectability remained essentially constant across a moder-
ate range of level settings for both the observers and the
cross correlator, and then it decreased abruptly at the ex-
tremely high- and extremely low-level settings. The calcu-
lations of SNRa show two peaks just before the dramatic
decrease at each extreme, which (as previously discussed)
reflect artifactual decreases in the noise estimates for the
skewed distributions of cross-correlation values that were
produced by the display thresholding of CT numbers. At
the level settings between these peaks, where the display
transformation was essentially linear, the SNRa calculation
provides the best estimate of the cross correlator's true (pop-
ulation) value of da for these smooth CT reconstructions.
(The nonparametric calculation of da, from the estimated
area below the cross correlator's realized ROC curve, is an
imprecise estimate for these sample sizes when the true
value of da is large.) The da estimates were larger than
SNRa at the moderate settings of the display level, which
indicates that fewer than the expected numbers of lesion and
nonlesion locations in these particular samples gave rise to
similar (overlapping) values for the cross-correlational cal-
culation. The discrepancy between these two physical esti-
mates (SNRa and da) disappeared at the extreme display-
level settings, which also reduced the differences between
estimates of da for the cross correlator and those for the
human observers. At the two highest display-level settings
(220 and 225), Fig. 5a shows that the observers' detection
performance was actually consistently better than that of
the physical cross correlator.

Figure 5b shows that the lesion's detectability changed
more gradually in response to the display-level manipula-
tions of the sharp CT reconstructions, which contained high-
er levels of noise in the pixel CT numbers. For the physical
cross correlator, both the parametric and the nonparametric
estimates of da decreased gradually as the level setting in-
creased above or decreased below 140-155. The estimates
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Fig. 5. Estimates of lesion detectability (da) plotted as a function of the display-level setting. In a and b, data are presented for the smooth
and sharp reconstructed CT images, respectively. The filled data points in each panel are the mean estimates of d, from the fitted ROC curves
of the four individual observers; vertical bars indicate deviations of +1 standard error of the mean estimates, calculated from the interobserver
variance. The open data points in each panel are the mean estimates of da from the two observer-consensus ROC curves. The solid and dashed
curves in each panel are the respective parametric and nonparametric estimates of da from realized cross correlations of the display-
transformed images produced at level increments of five CT numbers, i.e., the values of SNRa [Eq. (2)] and d [Eq. (3)]. At display level 155,
where the distributional assumptions of the SNRa estimate are satisfied, the vertical bar indicates 1 standard error of the estimated value.
The asterisk plotted at level 155 in each panel is the mean da for three observers in a previous experiment, 6 who read the same windowed CT im-
ages produced on positive photographic prints.

of da for observers were highest at level 155 but showed little
change across the range between 110 and 185. As seen for
the physical calculations, the observers' estimates of da also
appeared to decrease more rapidly at the lower than at the
higher extreme level settings.

B. The Shape of the ROC Curve
Figure 6 shows how the manipulations of the CT display
level affected the shape of the observers' ROC curves, as
measured by the geometric mean slope of their fitted linear
ROC curves for the smooth (Fig. 6a) and the sharp (Fig. 6b)
reconstructed CT images. The continuous curve in each
panel connects &nia, the ratio of the standard deviations of
the two realized samples of cross-correlation values (for non-
lesion relative to lesion locations), plotted at increments of 5
CT numbers in the display-level setting. When the display
transformation is essentially linear (i.e., at the intermediate
display levels), this ratio estimates the slope of the expected
linear ROC curve for the (normally distributed) cross-corre-
lation calculations. The thresholding of CT numbers at
asymmetric settings of the narrow display window had
asymmetric effects on the standard deviations of the two
realized distributions of cross-correlation values.

In the images produced from the smooth reconstructions
(Fig. 6a), the ratios of n and ,j were close to 1.0 at moderate

settings of the display level, as were the slopes of the linear
ROC curves measured for the observers. There were sys-
tematic increases or decreases in these ratios, however, at
the same higher- or lower-level settings that began to pro-
duce a substantial degradation in the lesion's detectability
for both the physical cross correlator and the human observ-
ers (Fig. 5a). Figure 6a shows that the slopes of observers'
fitted linear ROC curves closely followed the changes in a/

ij at the extremely low-display-level settings but lagged
behind these physical effects at the increasingly asymmetric
high-level settings. The smooth CT images that were pro-
duced at level 110 and level 225 created the most pro-
nounced asymmetries in the shapes of observers' ROC
curves, i.e., linear ROC slopes that were considerably less
than or greater than 1.0. In these particular sets of images,
the changes in the fitted linear slopes were even more ex-
treme for the observers' consensus ROC curves than for
those of the individual observers.

In the images produced from the noisier, sharp CT recon-
structions, the manipulations of the display level had only
small effects on the relative standard deviations of the phys-
ical cross-correlation values for the nonlesion and the lesion
locations. The slopes of the observers' fitted linear ROC
curves were also fairly close to 1.0 for these sets of sharp CT
images across the entire manipulated range of level settings.
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Fig. 6. Fitted slopes of the linear ROC curves, plotted as a function
of the display-level setting. In a, data are shown for the smooth
reconstructed CT images. In b, data are shown for the sharp CT
images. To adjust for the asymmetry in scale above and below 1.0,
slopes less than unity are plotted in units of their reciprocal values.
The filled data points in each panel are the geometric mean slopes of
the fitted linear ROC curves for the four individual observers; verti-
cal bars indicate deviations of +1 standard error of the mean esti-
mates calculated from the interobserver variance in log slopes. The
open data points in each panel are the geometric-mean linear slopes
fitted to the ROC curves generated by the higher-consensus and
lower-consensus methods. The solid lines in each panel connect the
values of orn/,,, the ratio of the standard deviations of realized cross
correlations for the (nonlesion relative to lesion) stimulus pedestals,
calculated from the display-transformed images produced at incre-
ments of five CT numbers in the level setting. The asterisk plotted
at level 155 is the geometric-mean linear ROC slope for three observ-
ers in a previous experiment, 6 who read the same windowed CT
images produced on positive photographic prints.

C. Detailed ROC Curves
In the smooth reconstructed CT images, the thresholding of
pixel CT numbers by high- and low-level settings of the
display window had quite different effects on the shape of
the lesion-detection ROC curves (Fig. 6a), even though both
types of display asymmetry sharply decreased the lesion's
detectability (Fig. 5a). The separate panels in Fig. 7 present
the detailed ROC curves obtained for smooth CT images
produced at the three highest-level settings, 215 (Fig. 7a),
220 (Fig. 7b) and 225 (Fig. 7c), and at three of the lowest-
level settings, 110 (Fig. 7d), 105 (Fig. 7e) and 100 (Fig. 7f).
The open and filled data points in Figs. 7a-7f plot the ROC
curves measured by the two different methods that were
used to obtain a consensus of the four observers' ratings for
each lesion and nonlesion location in the given set of images.
Although the shapes and levels of these consensus ROC
curves changed considerably from one display condition to
another, both consensus methods reproduced essentially the
same ROC curve within a given condition (the dashed-dot-

ted curve). These changes in the consensus ROC curves
closely followed the changes in the parameter-averaged fit-
ted ROC curves that were measured for individual observers
(solid curves in Fig. 7).

Figure 7 also shows how the type and degree of display
thresholding affected the discrete, realized ROC curve for
the physical cross-correlator detector (connected line seg-
ments in each panel). At the more extreme, high- or low-
level settings of the display window, progressively more of
the pixel CT numbers were set to the minimum- or maxi-
mum-brightness values in the displayed image. With these
progressive losses in the physical image information, Fig. 7
shows that the cross correlator's realized ROC curve moved
closer to the diagonal line that represents chance-level de-
tection performance, but the detailed shape of this realized
ROC curve depended on the type of thresholding involved.
The low-level settings, which truncated the higher CT num-
bers, primarily reduced the physical distinctions among the
(higher-valued) nonlesion locations on the images. This
form of loss in physical information tended to push the cross
correlator's realized ROC curve toward the chance-perfor-
mance diagonal from the upper right, and its initial effect
was to flatten the realized ROC curve (see Figs. 7d and 7e).
The high-level settings truncated the lower CT numbers,
which primarily reduced the physical distinctiveness among
the (lower-valued) locations that contained lesions on the
images. This effect was to push the cross correlator's real-
ized ROC curve toward the chance diagonal from the lower
left, which initially increased its steepness (see Figs. 7a and
7b).

The thresholding of higher or lower CT numbers at the
extreme display-level settings also produced opposite asym-
metries in observers' measured ROC curves. At intermedi-
ate-level settings of the narrow display window (125 to 200),
the observers' measured ROC curves closely resembled the
ROC data that are plotted in Fig. 7a (see the fitted ROC
parameters in Figs. 5a and 6a). The increasingly severe
thresholding of CT numbers from above (Figs. 7d-7f) pro-
gressively depressed observers' measured ROC curves to-
ward the chance-diagonal line in the same way as this ma-
nipulation altered the ROC curves obtained for the realized
cross correlator. Figure 7c shows that the most extreme
thresholding of the lower CT numbers (at level 225) pro-
duced an opposite ROC asymmetry, by shifting the initial
(lower-left) portion of observers' measured ROC curves to-
ward the chance-diagonal line. Lesser degrees of threshold-
ing from below, however, had little effect on observers' de-
tection performance (Figs. 7a and 7b), although these dis-
play manipulations substantially depressed the cross
correlator's realized performance (see Fig. 5a). As a result,
the observers' measured ROC curves were consistently high-
er than the cross correlator's for the severely thresholded
images produced at levels 220 and 225 (Figs. 7b and 7c).

5. DISCUSSION

A. Display Thresholding and Observer Performance
In displaying a digital image, the standard technique of
windowing thresholds the pixel numbers above and below
and then uses the full range of gray levels to display the
windowed range of pixel numbers. Thresholding truncates

I
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Fig. 7. Detailed ROC curves obtained for six sets of the smooth reconstructed CT images produced by extreme (high- and low-) level settings.
The three upper panels present data from increasingly high settings of the narrow display window, levels 215 (a), 220 (b), and 225 (c); the three
lower panels show data from progressively lower-level settings, levels 110 (d), 105 (e), and 100 (f). Each panel plots the two observer-consensus
ROC curves measured for the given set of images, i.e., the five values of true-detection and false-detection rates generated from the consensus
ratings that were obtained by using the lower-consensus method (open points) or the higher-consensus method (filled points) to combine the
four observers' ratings of each specified image location. The dashed-dotted ROC curve in each panel represents the mean of fitted parameters
for the two consensus methods; the solid ROC curve represents the means for the four individual observers. The realized ROC curve generated
by the physical cross-correlation detector is plotted in each panel as a set of discrete points connected by horizontal and vertical line segments.

the brightness variations in the displayed gray-scale image,
which can lose information that is present in the original
stored image. The thresholding produced by a narrow dis-
play window primarily affects either the higher or the lower
pixel numbers within a region of interest, depending on
whether the window's center (level) is set below or above the
mean of these numbers. The amount of display threshold-
ing (within a given region) increases with the asymmetry of
the window's level setting (for that region), and it depends
on the noise deviations of the pixel numbers.

This experiment studied the effects of display threshold-
ing on the human observer's ability to detect small, dark
lesions in both smooth (lower-noise) and sharp (higher-
noise) reconstructions of CT images. Different conditions
manipulated the degree to which the higher or the lower CT
numbers were thresholded in the gray-scale images, by
changing the level setting of a narrow CT display window.

Display thresholding did not, in itself, necessarily reduce
the human observer's ability to perform the required detec-
tion task, even when a large fraction of pixels in the relevant
image locations were set to the maximum or the minimum
gray level on the displayed image. The observers' detection
performance deteriorated only when the thresholded CT
variations contributed information that served to distin-
guish between the actual lesion and nonlesion locations.
This effect can be seen most clearly in the performance data
obtained for the smooth CT reconstructions (Fig. 5a), whose
smaller noise variations led to abrupt thresholding of the
pixel CT numbers as the display window changed in level.

For the smooth CT images, Fig. 5a shows that observers'
detection performance was unaffected by asymmetric dis-
play levels as low as 125 and as high as 215 CT numbers.
While 64% of the pixels in nonlesion locations were set to the

maximum display brightness at level 125, essentially none of
the (lower-valued) lesion pixels were thresholded by the
window's upper boundary until its level setting decreased to
a CT number of 110. This change, from level 125 to level
110, produced an abrupt decrease in observers' detection
performance. At the other extreme, level 215 displayed
virtually all the lesion's pixels (99%) at the minimum bright-
ness, but only about 6% of the nonlesion pixels were similarly
thresholded (by the window's lower boundary). Further
increases in the level setting, however, which thresholded
progressively more of the nonlesion pixels, did decrease the
observers' detection performance. The smooth images
could not even be interpreted when they were displayed at
level 230 (or higher). This is because 80% (or more) of the
nonlesion pixels were then thresholded to the minimum
display brightness, and the fragmented image pedestals no
longer served to specify the locations for the possible lesions.

In the sharp CT reconstructions, the pixel CT numbers
had a standard deviation that was fairly large (34.3) relative
to the width of the display window (100 CT numbers). Con-
sequently, the fraction of critical pixels whose CT numbers
were thresholded at the window's (upper or lower) boundary
increased gradually, as its level setting became more asym-
metric (low or high). These gradual increases in threshold-
ing of the relevant CT variations produced gradual decre-
ments in observers' detection performance (Fig. 5b).

B. The Cross-Correlator Model of the Human Observer
A long-term goal of our investigations has been to determine
how a realizable physical detector might be modified to
provide a model for the human observer in various image-
interpretation tasks. The cross-correlator model that we
have investigated is a noiseless detector, whose decisions
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depend only on the realized values of the specified image
calculation and a detection-threshold parameter. Human
observers, however, can be expected to introduce other
sources of variability (observer noise) in making their detec-
tion decisions, which will serve to reduce the measured levels
of detection performance. Absolute predictions of obser-
vers' detection performance would require an adequate
model of the observer variability6 and independent esti-
mates of its magnitude. Consequently, the present cross-
correlator model attempts only to predict the pattern (direc-
tion and relative magnitude) of any systematic changes in
observers' measured detection performance that are pro-
duced by physical image manipulations.

Observers' ability to detect and differentiate features in
noisy images seems to be well predicted by the cross-correla-
tion model of the observer's decision variable. In our previ-
ous experiments with CT images,6 1 20 the measured changes
in detectability of features were linearly related to values of
the SNR for a realized cross correlator, across manipulations
of the feature size, feature contrast, image noise level, and
the noise autocorrelations. Manipulations of the cross cor-
relator's SNR on CT images have also predicted the changes
in observers' ability to detect features of several shapes
(disks and rings) and to discriminate between features that
differed in size.21 These predictions can be extended to
detection in search situations, which include uncertainty
about the features' spatial locations on the images.62 2 Oth-
er investigators0 2 3-2 8 have used the cross-correlator model
to predict observers' detection of features in images with
uncorrelated-noise backgrounds, where this calculation is
physically optimal for detecting a precisely specified fea-
ture.

This experiment studied the cross correlator model's pre-
dictions for changes in observers' detection performance
that were produced by extremely nonlinear display transfor-
mations, which thresholded large fractions of pixel CT num-
bers in the relevant image locations. Within each set of the
display-transformed CT images, the cross-correlation calcu-
lations produced two distributions of realized values for the
separate subsets of lesion and nonlesion locations. These
two distributions of values specified the cross correlator's
ability to distinguish between these samples of lesion and
nonlesion locations and could be used to generate a realized
ROC curve for its detection decision variable.

Two different formulations estimated a summary index of
the lesion's detectability (da) from the realized distributions
of cross correlations within each set of displayed images.
The parametric formulation was an estimate of the lesion's
SNRa, defined as the difference in the two realized distribu-
tion means, relative to the square root of their mean vari-
ance. The nonparametric formulation (da) was estimated
from a direct calculation of the area below the ROC curve
that was generated by the two distributions of realized cross-
correlation values. In the absence of display thresholding,
the cross correlation is approximately normally distributed;
then SNRa and da both have the same expected value across
independent samples of lesion and nonlesion locations, but
SNRa gives a more precise estimate of this population value.
When display thresholding skews the two distributions of
cross correlations, however, the nonparametric estimate (da)
provides a more accurate characterization of the detector's
true ROC curve.

Changes in the estimated values of da measured how much
of the image information was lost to display thresholding for
the cross-correlator model, since these estimates directly
measured this detector's ability to separate the samples of
lesion and nonlesion locations. Rather surprisingly, the
parametric estimates of SNRa were also highly sensitive to
these display effects, despite the distortions and skewing of
the cross-correlation distributions produced by threshold-
ing. Figures 5a and 5b show that the estimates of SNR and
da were closely related, and they actually converged as the
effects of thresholding increased at the extremely high- and
low-display-level settings. As measured by either of these
estimates, the changes in lesion detectability for the cross-
correlator model closely predicted the pattern of measured
changes in the human observers' detection performance.
For the smooth CT reconstructions, which showed the most
dramatic display effects, the cross-correlator model also pre-
dicted how the detailed shapes of the observers' detection
ROC curves changed with severe display thresholding of
either the higher or the lower CT numbers (see Figs. 6a and
7).

The ROC curves generated from observers' consensus rat-
ings for each set of images were similar in shape to those
obtained from individual observers, but they reflected con-
sistently better differentiation between the lesion and non-
lesion locations. The consensus estimate of da exceeded the
mean of da estimates for individual observers in 26 of the 27
experimental conditions (Fig. 5). This result demonstrates
that a significant amount of unsystematic, intraobserver
variability (observer noise) must have been present in an
individual observer's ratings of the specified locations in
each set of CT images. Regardless of its sources, any unsys-
tematic variation in an observer's ratings would have in-
creased the frequency of overlapping ratings for the separate
subsets of lesion and nonlesion locations, degrading the ob-
server's measured ROC curve and decreasing the estimate of
da.

The observers' consensus ratings were (nonparametric)
averages of the four (pooled) ratings assigned to each sepa-
rate location (by the four different observers). For this
reason, they reduced all sources of (interobserver) variations
in these pooled ratings-sources both within and between
the observers-that were unrelated to actual variations in
the physical stimuli. Because the consensus estimates of da
were larger than the mean values for individual observers,
the remaining unsystematic variability in the consensus rat-
ings must have been less than the orginal (intraobserver)
variability present within each set of individual rating judg-
ments. (Similar effects, including improved performance
for a consensus of observers, have been demonstrated with
radiologists' ordinal and numerical judgments about the de-
gree of abnormality in chest films.29) An adequate modeling
of these intraobserver (and interobserver) effects is a prereq-
uisite for the absolute prediction of observer performance by
any physical calculation.

APPENDIX A: THE EXPECTED LESION
PROFILES

This appendix describes the procedures used to estimate the
expected lesion profiles at the 16 possible locations for the
lesion in each set of simulated CT images. The realized
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cross correlation at each location [Eq. (1)] calculated the
summation (over i) of Piwi, where Pi is the (gray-scale) dis-
play value' of the ith image pixel and wi is its expected
profile value. Each value of wi is defined as

wi = E(Pillesion) - E(Pilnolesion))

the signed difference in the expected value of Pi, given that
the lesion or that no lesion is present in the specified loca-
tion. Since wi = 0 for all image pixels whose expected values
are unaffected by the lesion's presence in a given location,
their realized values have no effect on the filter calculation.
The sign of wi is positive or negative, depending on whether
the lesion tends to increase or decrease the pixel's value,
which ensures that the expected filter output is always larger
when the lesion is present than when it is absent.

The display random variable, P = g(T), was a continuous
approximation for the discrete, display-window transforma-
tion of the reconstructed CT variable (T):
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IP for T < T.,

(T) = P = P + (T-T.)(P*-P*)/(T*-T.) for T < T < T,
IP* for T > T.

which can be expressed in physical units (e.g., log luminance
or optical density) that are linearly related to the (threshold-
ed) CT variable within the display window (from T* to T*).
The CT variable was assumed to be normally distributed
with standard deviation s (the pixel noise) and with mean
value Li or Ni for pixel i, depending on whether the lesion
was or was not present at the specified image location.
These values of Li and Ni were obtained by reconstructing
the simulated CT image from noiseless projection data with
and without the lesion present. (Because image reconstruc-
tion and expectation are commutative linear operations, a
CT image reconstructed from the noiseless projections is the
expectation of images reconstructed from noisy CT data.)

The nonzero values of wi were those for the subset of pixels
with Li sd Ni at a given location for the lesion. These values
of wi were calculated from the two expected values of the
display variables, each approximated by

E(Pi) = J g(T)fi(T)dT

T. T* 
= P" T fi(T)dT + f Pfi(T)dT + P* J fi(T)dT,

where fi(T) is the probability-density function of the as-
sumed normal CT variable (with mean value Li or Ni and
standard deviation s). The expected display value (and
hence wi) depends on the magnitude of the pixel noise (s) as
well as on the expected CT value and the specific window
settings (T* and T*). The properties of this type of display
transformation have been previously described.
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